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Julia is a programming language for the scientific community that combines features of productivity languages, such as Python or MATLAB, with characteristics of performance-oriented languages, such as C++ or Fortran. Julia’s productivity features include: dynamic typing, automatic memory management, rich type annotations, and multiple dispatch. At the same time, Julia allows programmers to control memory layout and leverages a specializing just-in-time compiler to eliminate much of the overhead of those features. This paper details the design choices made by the creators of Julia and reflects on the implications of those choices for performance and usability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scientific programming has traditionally adopted one of two programming language families: productivity languages (Python, MATLAB, R) for easy development, and performance languages (C, C++, Fortran) for speed and a predictable mapping to hardware. Features of productivity languages, such as dynamic typing or garbage collection, make exploratory and iterative development simple. Thus, scientific applications often begin their lives in a productivity language. In many cases, as the problem size and complexity outgrows what the initial implementation can handle, programmers turn to performance languages. While this usually leads to improved performance, converting an existing application (or some subset thereof) to a different language requires significant programmer involvement; features previously handled by the language (e.g. memory management) now have to be emulated by hand. As a result, porting software from a high level to a low level language is often a daunting task.

Scientists have been trying to bridge the divide between performance and productivity for years. One example is the ROOT data processing framework [Antcheva et al. 2015]. Confronted with petabytes of data, the high energy physics community spent more than 20 years developing an extension to C++, providing interpretive execution and reflection—typical features of productivity.
languages—while retaining C++’s performance in critical portions of the code. Most scientific fields, however, do not have the resources to build and maintain their own computational infrastructure.

The Julia programming language aims to decrease the gap between productivity and performance languages. On one hand, it provides productivity features like dynamic typing, garbage collection, and multiple dispatch. On the other, it has a type-specializing just-in-time compiler and lets programmers control the layout of data structure in memory. Julia, therefore, promises scientific programmers the ease of a productivity language at the speed of a performance language.

The fact that Julia delivers on this promise is surprising. Dynamic languages like Python or R typically suffer from at least an order of magnitude slowdown over C, and often more. Fig. 1 illustrates that Julia is indeed a dynamic language. Just like in Python, one can declare a Node datatype containing two untyped fields, val and nxt, and an untyped insert function that takes a sorted list and performs an ordered insertion. While this code will be optimized by the Julia compiler, it is not going to run fast without some additional programmer intervention.

The key to performance in Julia lies in the synergy between language design, implementation techniques and programming style. Julia’s design was carefully tailored so that a very small team of language implementers could create an efficient compiler. The key to this relative ease is to leverage the combination of language features and programming idioms to reduce overhead, but what language properties enable easy compilation to fast code?

Language design: Julia includes a number of features that are common to many productivity languages, namely dynamic types, optional type annotations, reflection, dynamic code loading, and garbage collection. A slightly less common feature is symmetric multiple dispatch [Bobrow et al. 1986]. In Julia a function can have multiple implementations, called methods, distinguished by the type annotations added to parameters of the function. At run-time, a function call is dispatched to the most specific method applicable to the types of the arguments. Type annotations can be attached to datatype declarations as well, in which case they are checked whenever typed fields are assigned to. The language design does impose limits on some of those features, for instance the eval function does not run in local scope, but instead is evaluated at the top-level. Another significant choice for optimizations is the difference between concrete and abstract types: the former can have fields and can be instantiated while the latter can be extended by subtypes.

Language implementation: Performance does not arise from great feats of compiler engineering: Julia’s implementation is simpler than that of many dynamic languages. The Julia compiler has three main optimizations that are performed on a high-level intermediate representation; native code generation is then delegated to the LLVM compiler infrastructure. The optimizations performed in Julia are (1) method inlining which devirtualizes multi-dispatched calls and inline the call target; (2) object unboxing to avoid heap allocation; and (3) method specialization where code is special-cased to its actual argument types. The compiler does not support the kind of speculative compilation and deoptimizations common in dynamic language implementations, but supports dynamic code loading from the interpreter and with eval().

The synergy between language design and implementation is in evidence in the interaction between the three optimizations. Each call to a function that has, as arguments, a combination of concrete types not observed before triggers specialization. A data-flow analysis algorithm uses the type of the arguments (and if these are user-defined types, the declared type of their fields) to
approximate the types of all variables in the specialized function. This enables both unboxing and inlining. The specialized method is added to the function’s dispatch table so that future calls with the same combination of argument types can reuse the generated code.

**Programming style:** To assist the implementation, Julia programmers need to write idiomatic code that can be compiled effectively. Programmers are keenly aware of the optimizations that the compiler performs and shape their code accordingly. For instance, adding type annotations to fields of datatypes is viewed as good practice as it provides information to the compiler to estimate the size of instances and may allow unboxing. Another good practice is to write methods that are type stable. A method is type stable if, when it is specialized to a set of concrete types, data-flow analysis can assign concrete types to all variables in the function. This property should hold for all specializations of the same method. Type instability can stem from methods that can return values of different types, from assignment of different types to the same variable depending on branches of the function, or from functions that cannot devirtualized and analyzed.

This paper gives the first unified overview of the design of the language and its implementation, paying particular attention to the features that play a role in achieving performance. This furthers the work of Bezanson et al. [2017] by detailing the synergies at work through the entire compilation pipeline between the design and the programming style of the language. Moreover we present experimental results on performance and usage. More specifically, we give results obtained on a benchmark suite of 10 small applications where Julia performs between 0.9x and 6.1x from optimized C code. On our benchmarks, Julia outperforms JavaScript and Python in all cases. Finally we conduct a corpus analysis over a group of 50 popular projects hosted on GitHub to examine how the features and underlying design choices of the language are used in practice by library developers. The corpus analysis confirms that multiple dispatch and type annotations are widely used by Julia programmers. It also shows that the corpus is mostly made up of type stable code.

## 2 JULIA IN ACTION

To introduce Julia, we consider an example function. This code started as an attempt to replicate the R language’s multi-dimensional summary function. For explanatory reason, we shortened the code somewhat, the shortened version simply computes the sum of a vector. Just like the R function that inspired it, the Julia code is polymorphic over vectors of integer, float, boolean, and complex values. Furthermore, since R supports missing values in every data type, we encode `NA`s in Julia.

Fig. 2 shows how to sum values of a vector `x` of any type. As the Julia syntax is straightforward, little explanation is required to understand the programmer’s intent. In this case, type annotations are not needed for the compiler to optimize the code, so we omit them. Variables are lexically scoped; an initial assignment defines them. Fig. 3 is the output of `@code_native(vsum([1]))` (a call to the function with a vector of integers). It shows the x86 machine code generated for the specialized method. It is noteworthy that the generated machine code does not contain object allocation or method invocation, nor does it invoke any language runtime components. The machine code is similar to code one would expect to be emitted by a C compiler.

Type stability is key to performant Julia code, allowing the compiler to optimize using types. An expression is type stable if, in a given type context, it always returns a value of the same type. Function `vsum(x)` always returns a value that is either of the same type as the element type of `x` (for floating point and complex vectors) or `Int64`. For the call `vsum([1])`, the method returns an `Int64`, as its argument is of type `Array{Int64,1}`. When presented with such a call, the Julia compiler specializes the method for that type. Specialization provides enough information to determine that all values manipulated by the computation are of the same type, `Int64`. Thus, no boxing is

---

1Since Julia v1.0 support for missing values is native, this example shows how it could be encoded.
required; moreover, all calls are devirtualized and inlined. The `@inbounds` macro elides array bounds checking.

Type stability may require cooperation from the developer. Consider variable `sum`: its type has to match the element type of `x`. In our case, `sum` must be appropriately initialized to support any of the possible argument types integer, float, complex or boolean. To ensure type stability, the programmer leverages dispatch and specialization with the definition of the function `zero` shown in Fig. 4. It dispatches on the type of its argument. If the argument is an array containing subtypes of float, the function returns float `0.0`. Similarly, if passed an array containing complex numbers, the function returns a complex zero. In all other cases, it returns integer `0`. All three methods are trivially type stable, as they always return the same value for the same types.

Missing values also require attention. Each primitive type needs its own representation—yet the code for checking whether a value is missing must remain type stable. This can be achieved by leveraging dispatch. We add a function `is_na(x)` that returns true if `x` is missing. We select the

---

**Fig. 2.** Compute vector sum

```plaintext
function vsum(x)
    sum = zero(x)
    for i = 1:length(x)
        @inbounds v = x[i]
        if !is_na(v)
            sum += v
        end
    end
    sum
end
```

---

**Fig. 3.** @code_native vsum([1]) (X86-64)

---

**Fig. 4.** `zero` yields the zero matching the element type, by default the integer `0`. `is_na` checks for missing values encoded as the smallest element of a type (returned by the builtin function `typemin`). `typemin` is extended with a method to return the smallest complex value.

---

**Fig. 5.** `RBool` is an 8-bit primitive type representing boolean values extended with a missing value `NA`. The constructor takes an 8-bit unsigned integer. Conversion allows to cast any number into an `RBool`. A new method is added to `typemin` to return `NA`
The solution outlined so far fails for booleans, as their minimum is `false`, which we can’t steal. Fig. 5 shows how to add a new boolean data type, `RBool`. Like Julia’s boolean, `RBool` is represented as an 8-bit value; but like R’s boolean, it has three values, true, false and missing. Defining a new data type entails providing a constructor and a conversion function. Since our data type has only three useful values, we enumerate them as constants. We add a method to `typemin` to return `NA`. Finally, since the loop adds booleans to integers, we need to extend addition to integer and `RBool`, this is done by interpreting true as 1 and false as zero.

3 EVALUATING RELATIVE PERFORMANCE

Julia has to be fast to compete against other languages used for scientific computing, but it also has to be easy to develop and maintain. Programming languages are notoriously expensive propositions in terms of the level of expertise required during development and the effort required to achieve production-quality outcomes. Fig. 6 shows the person-years invested in several language implementations. These rough measures were obtained using commit histories: two commits made by the same developer in one week were counted as one person-week of effort. While approximate, this figure suggests that performance comes at a substantial cost in engineering. For example, V8 for JavaScript and HotSpot for Java, two high-performance implementations, have nearly two centuries invested into their respective implementations. Even PyPy, an academic project, has over one century of work by our metric. Given the difference in implementation effort, the fact that Julia’s performance is competitive is surprising.

To estimate the languages’ relative performance, we selected 10 small programs for which implementations in C, JavaScript, and Python are available in the programming language benchmark game (PLBG) suite [Gouy 2018]. The suite consists of small but non-trivial benchmarks which stress either computational or memory performance. We started with PLBG programs written by the Julia developers and fixed some performance anomalies. The benchmarks are written in an idiomatic style, using the same algorithms as the C benchmarks. Their code is largely untyped, with type annotations only appearing on structure fields. Over the 10 benchmark programs, 12 type annotations appear, all on structs and only in the nbody, binary_trees, and knucleotide. The `@inbounds` macro eliding bounds checking is the only low-level optimization used, leveraged only in revcomp. Using the PLBG methodology, we measured the size of the programs by removing comments and duplicate whitespace characters, then performing the minimal GZip compression. The combined size of all the benchmarks is 6 KB for Julia, 7.4 KB for JavaScript, 8.3 KB for Python and 14.2 KB for C.

Fig. 7 compares the performance of the four languages with the results normalized to the running time of the C programs. Measurements were obtained using Julia v0.6.2, CPython 3.5.3, V8/Node.js v8.11.1, and GCC 6.3.0 -O2 for C, running on Debian 9.4 on a Intel i7-950 at 3.07GHz with 10GB of RAM. All benchmarks ran single threaded. No other optimization flags were used.

The results show Julia consistently outperforming Python and JavaScript (with the exception of `spectralnorm`). Julia is mostly within 2x of C. Slowdowns are likely due to memory operations. Like other high level dynamically-typed programming languages, Julia relies on a garbage collector to manage memory. It prohibits the kind of explicit memory management tricks that C allows. In particular, it allocates structs on the heap. Stack allocation is only used in limited circumstances. Moreover, Julia disallows pointer arithmetic.
Three programs fall outside of this range: two programs (knucleotide and mandelbrot) have slowdowns greater than 2x over C, while one (regex) is faster than C. The knucleotide benchmark was written for clarity over performance; it makes heavy use of abstractly-typed struct fields (which cause the values they denote to be boxed). In the case of mandelbrot, the C code is manually vectorized to compute the fractal image 8 pixels at a time; Julia’s implementation, however, computes one pixel at a time. Finally, regex, which was within the margin of error of C, simply calls into the same regex library C does.

Julia is fast on tiny benchmarks, but this may not be representative of real-world programs. We lack the benchmarks to gauge Julia’s performance at scale. Some libraries have published comparisons. JuMP, a large embedded domain specific language for mathematical optimization, is one such library. JuMP converts numerous problem types (e.g. linear, integer linear, convex, and nonlinear) into standard form for solvers. When compared to equivalent implementations in C++, MATLAB, and Python, JuMP is within 2x of C++. For comparison, MATLAB libraries are between 4x and 18x slower than C++, while Python’s optimization frameworks are at least 70x slower than C++ [Lubin and Dunning 2013]. This provides some evidence that Julia’s performance on small benchmarks may carry over to larger programs.

4 THE JULIA PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The designers of Julia set out to develop a language specifically for the needs of scientific computation, and they chose a finely tuned set of features to support this use case. Antecedent languages, like R and MATLAB, illustrate scientific programmers’ desire to write high-level scripts, which motivated Julia’s adoption of an optionally typed surface language. Likewise, these languages drove home the importance of flexibility: programmers regularly extend core language functionalities to fit their needs. Julia provides this extensibility mechanism through multiple dispatch.

4.1 Values, Types, and Annotations

4.1.1 Values. Values can be either instances of primitive types, represented as sequences of bits, or composite types, represented as a collection of fields holding values. Logically, every value is tagged by its full type description; in practice, however, tags are often elided when they can be inferred from context. Composite types are immutable by default, thus assignment to their fields is not allowed. This restriction is lifted when the mutable keyword is used.

4.1.2 Type Declarations. Programmers can declare three kinds of types: abstract types, primitive types, and composite types. Types can be parametrized by bounded type variables and have a single supertype. The type Any is the root of the type hierarchy, or the greatest supertype (top). Abstract types cannot be instantiated; concrete types can.
The code shown is an extract of Julia’s numeric tower. `Number` is an abstract type with no declared supertype, which means `Any` is its supertype. `Real` is also abstract but has `Number` as its supertype. `Int64` is a primitive type with `Signed` as its supertype; it is represented in 64 bits. The struct `Polar{T<:Real}` is a subtype of `Number` with two fields of type `T` bounded by `Real`. Run-time checks ensure that values stored in these fields are of the declared type. When types are omitted from field declarations, fields can hold values of `Any` type. Julia does not make a distinction between reference and value types as Java does. Concrete types can be manipulated either by value or by reference; the choice is left to the implementation. Abstract types, however, are always manipulated by reference. It is noteworthy that composite types do not admit subtypes; therefore, types such as `Polar` are final and cannot be extended with additional fields.

4.1.3 Type Annotations. Julia offers a rich type annotation language to express constraints on fields, parameters, local variables, and method return types [Zappa Nardelli et al. 2018]. The `::` operator ascribes a type to a definition. The annotation language includes union types, written `Union{A,...}`; tuple types, written `Tuple{A,...}`; iterated union types, written `TExp where A<:T<:B`; and singleton types, written `Type{T}` or `Val{V}`. The distinguished type `Union{}` has no value and acts as the bottom type.

Union types are abstract types which include, as values, all instances of their arguments. Thus, `Union{Integer,String}` denotes the set of all integers and strings. Tuple types describe the types of the elements that may be instantiated within a given tuple, along with their order. They are parametrized, immutable types. Additionally, they are covariant in their parameters. The last parameter of a tuple type may optionally be the special type `Vararg`, which denotes any number of trailing elements.

Julia provides iterated union types to allow quantification over a range of possible instantiations. For example, the denotation of a polar coordinate represented using a subtype `T` of real numbers is `Polar{T}` where `Union{}`<:`T`<:`Real`. Each `where` clause introduces a single type variable. The type application syntax `A{B}` requires `A` to be a `where` type, and substitutes `B` for the outermost type variable in `A`. Type variable bounds can refer to outer type variables. For example,

```
Tuple{T,S} where S<:AbstractArray{T} where T<:Real
```

refers to 2-tuples whose first element is some `Real`, and whose second element is an array whose element type is the type of the first tuple element, `T`.

A singleton type is a special kind of abstract type, `Type{T}`, whose only instance is the object `T`.

4.1.4 Subtyping. In Julia, the subtyping relation between types, written `<:`, is used in run-time casts, as well as method dispatch. Semantic subtyping partially influenced Julia’s subtyping [Frisch et al. 2002], but practical considerations caused Julia to evolve in a unique direction. Julia has an original combination of nominal subtyping, union types, iterated union types, covariant and invariant constructors, and singleton types, as well as the diagonal rule. Parametric types are invariant in their parameters because this allows the Julia compiler to perform optimizations dependent on the memory representation of values. Arrays of dissimilar values box each of their arguments, for consistent element size, under type `Array{Any}`. However, if all the values are statically determined to be of the same kind, they are stored inside of the array itself. Tuple types represent both tuples of values and function arguments. They are covariant as this allows Julia to compute dispatch
using subtyping of tuples. Subtyping of union types is asymmetrical but intuitive. Whenever a union type appears on the left-hand side of a judgment, as in \( \text{T} <: \text{Union}\{\text{T}_1, \ldots\} \), then only one type, \( \text{T}_i \), needs to be a supertype of \( \text{T} \). Covariant tuples are distributive with respect to unions, so \( \text{Tuple}\{\text{Union}\{\text{A}, \text{B}\}, \text{C}\} <: \text{Tuple}\{\text{A}, \text{C}\}, \text{Tuple}\{\text{B}, \text{C}\}\} \). The iterated union construct \( \text{TExp} \) where \( \text{A} <: \text{T} <: \text{B} \), as with union types, must have either a "forall" or an "exists" semantics, according to whether the union appears on the left or right of a subtyping judgment. Finally, the diagonal rule states that if a variable occurs more than once in covariant position, it is restricted to ranging over only concrete types. For example, \( \text{Tuple}\{\text{T}, \text{T}\} \) where \( \text{T} \) can be seen as \( \text{Union}\{\text{Tuple}\{\text{Int}_8, \text{Int}_8\}, \text{Tuple}\{\text{Int}_{16}, \text{Int}_{16}\}, \ldots\} \), where \( \text{T} \) ranges over all concrete types. The details of subtyping are intricate and the interactions between features can be surprising, we describe those in a companion paper [Zappa Nardelli et al. 2018].

4.1.5 Dynamically-checked Type Assertions. Type annotations in method arguments are guaranteed by the language semantics. A method executes only if all of its arguments have types that match their declarations. However, Julia allows type annotations elsewhere in the program, these act as checked type assertions. For example, to guarantee that variable \( \text{x} \) has type \( \text{Int}_64 \) the assertion \( \text{x}::{\text{Int}_64} \) can be inserted into its declaration. Likewise, functions can assert a return type, as in \( \text{f}()::{\text{Int}} = \ldots \) for example. Fields and expressions can also be annotated. These annotations check the type of the expression’s or field’s value. If that type is not a subtype of the declared type, Julia will try to convert it to the declared type. If this conversion fails, an exception is thrown.

4.2 Multiple Dispatch

Julia uses multiple dispatch extensively, allowing extension of functionality by means of overloading. Each function (for example \( + \)) can consist of an arbitrarily large number of methods (in the case of \( + \), 180). Each of these methods declares what types it can handle, and Julia will dispatch to whichever method is most specific for a given call. As hinted at with addition, multiple dispatch is omnipresent. Virtually every operation in Julia involves dispatch. New methods can be added to existing functions, extending them to work with new types.

4.2.1 Example. Consider forward differentiation, a technique that allows derivatives to be calculated for arbitrary programs. It is implemented threading a value together with its derivative through a program. In many languages, the code being differentiated would have to be aware of forward differentiation as the dual numbers need new definitions of arithmetic. Multiple dispatch allows to implement a library that works for existing functions, as we can simply extend arithmetic operators. Suppose we want to compute the derivative of \( f(a,b) = a*b/(b+b*a+b*b) \) about \( a \), with \( a = 1 \) and \( b = 3 \). By overloading arithmetic, the same operators found in \( f \) work on dual numbers; thus, taking the derivative of \( f \) is as simple as calling \( f \) with dual numbers: \( f(\text{Dual}(1.0,1.0),\text{Dual}(3.0,0.0)).\text{dx} \) yields \( 0.16 \).

4.2.2 Semantics. Dispatching on a function \( f \) for a call with argument type \( \text{T} \) consists in picking a method \( m \) from all the methods of \( f \). The selection filters out methods whose types are not a
supertype of \( T \) and takes the method whose type \( T' \) is the most specific of the remaining ones. In contrast to single dispatch, every position in the tuples \( T \) and \( T' \) have the same role—there is no single receiver position that takes precedence. Specificity is required to disambiguate between two or more methods which are all supertypes of the argument type. It extends subtyping with extra rules, allowing comparison of dissimilar types as well. The specificity rules are defined by the implementation and lack a formal semantics. In general, \( A \) is more specific than \( B \) if \( A \neq B \) and either \( A <: B \) or one of a number of special cases hold:

(a) \( A = R(P) \) and \( B = S(Q) \), and there exist values of \( P \) and \( Q \) such that \( R <: S \). This allows us to conclude that \( \text{Array}(U) \) where \( U \) is more specific than \( \text{AbstractArray}(\text{String}) \).

(b) Let \( C \) be the non-empty meet (approximate intersection) of \( A \) and \( B \), and \( C \) is more specific than \( B \) and \( B \) is not more specific than \( A \). This is used for union types: \( \text{Union}(\text{Int32}, \text{String}) \) is more specific than \( \text{Number} \) because the meet, \( \text{Int32} \), is clearly more specific than \( \text{Number} \).

(c) \( A \) and \( B \) are tuple types, \( A \) ends with a \( \text{Vararg} \) type and \( A \) would be more specific than \( B \) if its \( \text{Vararg} \) was expanded to give it the same number of elements as \( B \). This tells us that \( \text{Tuple}(\text{Int32}, \text{Vararg}(\text{Int32})) \) is more specific than \( \text{Tuple}(\text{Number}, \text{Int32}, \text{Int32}) \).

(d) \( A \) and \( B \) have parameters and compatible structures, \( A \) provides a consistent assignment of non-\( \text{Any} \) types to replace \( B \)'s type variables, regardless of the diagonal rule. This means that \( \text{Tuple}(\text{Int}, \text{Number}, \text{Number}) \) is more specific than \( \text{Tuple}(R, S, S) \) where \( (R, S <: R) \).

(e) \( A \) and \( B \) have parameters and compatible structures and \( A \)'s parameters are equal or more specific than \( B \)'s. As a consequence, \( \text{Tuple}(\text{Array}(R) \text{ where } R, \text{Number}) \) is more specific than \( \text{Tuple}(\text{AbstractArray}(\text{String}), \text{Number}) \).

One interesting feature is dispatch on type objects and on primitive values. For example, the Base library’s \text{ntuple} function is defined as a set of methods dispatching on the value of their second argument. Thus a call to \text{ntuple}(\text{id}, \text{Val}(2)) yields \((1, 2)\) where \text{id} is the identity function. The @_inline_meta macro is used to force inlining.

### 4.3 Metaprogramming

Julia provides various features for defining functions at compile-time and run-time and has a particular definition of visibility for these definitions.

#### 4.3.1 Macros

Macros provide a way to generate code and reduce the need for \text{eval}(). A macro maps a tuple of arguments to an expression which is compiled directly. Macro arguments may include expressions, literal values, and symbols. The example on the right shows the definition of the \text{assert} macro which either returns \text{nothing} if the assertion is true or throws an exception with an optional message provided by the user. The \((...)\) syntax denotes quotation, that is the creation of an expression. Within it, values can be interpolated: \$x will be replaced by the value of \( x \) in the expression.

#### 4.3.2 Reflection

Julia provides methods for run-time introspection. The names of fields may be interrogated using \text{fieldnames()} and their types, with \text{fieldtype()}. Types are themselves represented as a structure called \text{DataType}. The direct subtypes of any \text{DataType} may be listed using \text{subtypes()}. The internal representation of a \text{DataType} is important when interfacing with C code and several
functions are available to inspect these details. \texttt{isbits(T::DataType)} returns true if \( T \) is stored with C-compatible alignment. The built-in function \texttt{fieldoffset(T::DataType,i::Integer)} returns the offset for field \( i \) relative to the start of the type. The methods of any function may be listed using \texttt{methods()}. The method dispatch table may be searched for methods accepting a given type using \texttt{methodswith()}. More powerful is the \texttt{eval()} function which takes an expression object and evaluates it in the global scope of the current module. For example \texttt{eval(:(1+2))} will take the expression \( (1+2) \) and evaluate it yielding the expected result. When combined with an invocation to the parser, any arbitrary string can be evaluated, so for instance \texttt{eval(parse("function id(x) x end"))} adds an identity method. One important difference from languages such as JavaScript is that \texttt{eval()} does not have access to the current scope. This is crucial for optimizations as it means that local variables are protected from interference. The \texttt{eval()} function is sometimes used as part of code generation. Here for example is a generalization of some of the basic binary operators to three arguments. This generates four new methods of three arguments each.

4.3.3 Epochs. The Julia implementation keeps a world age (or \textit{epoch}) counter. The epoch is a monotonically increasing value that can be associated to each method definition. When a method is compiled, it is assigned a minimum world age, set to the current epoch, and a maximum world age, set to \texttt{typemax(Int)}. By default, a method is visible only if the current epoch is superior to its minimum world age. This prevents method redefinitions (through \texttt{eval} for instance) from affecting the scope of currently invoked methods. However, when a method is redefined, the maximum world age of all its callers is capped at the current epoch. This in turn triggers a lazy recompilation of the callers at their next invocation. As a consequence, a method always invokes its callee with its latest version defined at the compile time of the caller. When the absolute latest (independent of compile epoch) version of a function is needed, programmers can use \texttt{Base.invokelatest(fun,args)} to bypass this mechanism; however, these calls cannot be statically optimized by the compiler.

4.4 Discussion

The design of Julia makes a number of compromises, and we discuss some of the implications here. Object oriented programming. Julia’s design does not support the class-based object oriented programming style familiar from Java. Julia lacks the encapsulation that is the default in languages going back all the way to Smalltalk: all fields of a struct are public and can be accessed freely. Moreover, there is no way to extend a point class \texttt{Pt} with a color field as one would in Java; in Julia the user must plan ahead for extension and provide a class \texttt{AbsPt}. Each “class” in that programming style is a pair of an abstract and a concrete class. One can define methods that work on abstract classes such as the \texttt{move} method which takes any point and new coordinates. The \texttt{copy} methods are specific to each concrete “class” as they must create instances. As first discussed by Chung and Li [2017], the unfortunate side effect of the fact that abstract classes have neither fields nor methods is that there is no documentation to remind the programmer that a \texttt{copy} method is needed for \texttt{ColPt}. This has to be discovered by inspection of the code.
Functional programming. Julia supports several functional programming idioms—higher order functions, immutable-by-default values—but has no arrow types. Instead, the language ascribes incomparable nominal types to functions. Thus, many traditional typed idioms are impractical, and it is impossible to dispatch on function types. However, nominal types do allow dispatch on methods passed as arguments, enabling a different set of patterns. For example, the implementation of `reduce` delegates to a special-purpose function `reduce_empty` which, given a function and list type, determines the value corresponding to the empty list. If reducing with `+`, the natural empty reduction value is 0, for the correct 0. Capturing this, `reduce_empty` has the following definition:

``` julia 
reduce_empty(::typeof(+),T) = zero(T) 
```

In this case, `reduce_empty` dispatches the nominal `+` function type, then returns the zero element for `T`.

Gradual typing. The goal of gradual type systems is to allow dynamically typed programs to be extended with type annotations after the fact [Siek 2006; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006]. Julia's type system superficially appears to fit the bill; programs can start untyped, and, step by step, end up fully decorated with type annotations. But there is a fundamental difference. In a gradually typed language, a call to a function `f(t::T)`, such as `f(x)`, will be statically checked to ensure that the variable `x`'s declared type matches the argument's type `T`. In Julia, on the other hand, a call to `f(x)` will not be checked statically; if `x` does not have type `T`, then Julia throws a runtime error. Another difference is that, in Julia, a variable, parameter, or field annotated with type `T` will always hold a value of type `T`. Gradual type systems only guarantee that values will act like type `T`, wrapping untyped values with contracts to ensure they they are indistinguishable [Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2008]. If a gradually-typed program manipulates a value erroneously, that error will be flagged and blame will be assigned to the part of the program that failed to respect the declared types. Similarly, Julia departs from optional type systems, like Hack [Facebook 2016] or Typescript [Microsoft 2016]. These optional type systems provide no guarantee whatsoever about what values a variable of type `T` actually holds. Julia is closest in spirit to Thorn [Bloom et al. 2009]. The two languages share a nominal subtype system with tag checks on field assignment and method calls. In both systems, a variable of type `T` will only ever have values of type `T`. However, Julia differs substantially from Thorn, as it lacks a static type system and adds multiple dispatch.

5 IMPLEMENTING JULIA

Julia is engineered to generate efficient native code at run-time. The Julia compiler is an optimizing just-in-time compiler structured in three phases: source code is first parsed into abstract syntax trees; those trees are then lowered into an intermediate representation that is used for Julia level optimizations; once those optimizations are complete, the code is translated into LLVM IR and machine code is generated by LLVM [Lattner and Adve 2004]. Fig. 8 is a high level overview of the compiler pipeline. With the exception of the standard library which is pre-compiled, all Julia code executed by a running program is compiled on demand. The compiler is relatively simple: it is a method-based JIT without compilation tiers; once methods are compiled they are not changed as Julia does not support deoptimization with on-stack replacement.

Memory is managed by a stop-the-world, non-moving, mark-and-sweep garbage collector. The mark phase can be executed in parallel. The collector has a single old generation for objects that survive a number of cycles. It uses a shadow stack to record pointers in order to be precise.
Since v0.5, Julia natively supports multi-threading but the feature is still labeled as "experimental". Parallel loops use the Threads.@threads macro which annotates for loops that are to run in a multi-threaded region. Other part of the multi-threaded API are still in flux. An alternative to Julia native threading is the ParallelAccelerator system of [Anderson et al. 2017] which generates OpenMP code on the fly for parallel kernels. The system crucially depends on type stability—code that is not type stable will execute single threaded. Fig. 9 gives an overview of the implementation of Julia v0.6.2. The standard library, Core, Base and a few other modules, accounts for most of the use of Julia in Julia’s implementation. The middle-end is written in C and Julia; C++ is used for LLVM IR code generation. Finally, Scheme and Lisp are used for the front end. External dependencies such as LLVM, which is used as back end, do not participate to this figure.

5.1 Method Specialization

Julia’s compilation strategy is built on runtime type information. Every time a method is called with a new tuple of argument types, it is specialized to these types. Optimizing methods at invocation time, rather than ahead of time, provides the JIT with key pieces of information: the memory layout of all arguments is known, allowing for unboxing and direct field access. Specialization, in turn, allows for devirtualization. Devirtualization replaces method dispatch with direct calls to a specialized method. This reduces dispatch overhead and enables inlining. As the compilation process is rather slow, results are cached, thus methods are only compiled the first time they are called with a new type. This process converges as long as functions are only called with a limited number of types. If a function gets called with many different argument types, then invocations will repeatedly incur the cost of specialization. Julia cannot avoid this pathology, as programs that generate a large number of call signatures are easy to write. To alleviate this problem, Julia allows tuple types to contain a Vararg component, which is treated as having type Any. Likewise, each function value has its own type, but Julia only specializes on function types if the argument is called in the method body. Other heuristics are used for type Type. Julia has one recourse against type unstable code, programmers can use the @nospecialize annotation to prevent specialization on a specific argument.

5.2 Type Inference

Type information enables many of Julia’s key optimizations. The compiler performs a data-flow analysis to discover types after specializing. Julia uses a set constraint-based analysis with constraints arising from return values, method dereferences, and argument types. Type requirements need to be satisfied at function call sites and field assignments. The system propagates constraints forward to satisfy requirements, inferring the types for intermediate values along the way.

Given the concrete types of all function arguments, intraprocedural type inference propagates types forward into the method body. An example is shown in Fig. 10. When f is called with a pair of integers, type inference finds that a+b returns an integer; therefore c is likewise an integer. From this, it follows that d is a float and so is the return type of the method. Note that this explanation relies on knowing the return type of +. Since addition could be overloaded, it is necessary to be able
to infer the return types of arbitrary methods. Return types may vary depending on argument type, and previous inference results may not cover the current case. Therefore, when a new function is called, analysis of the caller must be suspended and continue on the callee to figure out the return type of the call.

Interprocedural analysis is simple for non-recursive methods as seen in Fig. 11: analysis proceeds with the called method and the return type is computed. For recursive methods cycle elimination is performed. Once a cycle is identified, it is executed until it reaches convergence. The cycle is then contracted into a single monolithic function from the perspective of analysis. More challenging are methods whose argument or return types can grow indefinitely depending on its arguments. To avoid this, Julia limits the size of the inferred types to an arbitrary bound. In this manner, the set of possible types is finite and therefore termination of the analysis is guaranteed.

5.3 Method Inlining

Inlining replaces a function call by the body of the called function. In Julia, it can be realized in a very efficient way because of its synergy with specialization and type inference. Indeed, if the body of a method is type stable, then the internal calls can be inlined. Conversely, inlining can help type inference because it gives additional context. For instance, inlined code can avoid branches that can be eliminated as dead code, which allows in turn to propagate more precise type information. Yet, the memory cost incurred by inlining can be sometimes prohibitive; moreover it requires additional compilation time. As a consequence, inlining is bounded by a number of pragmatic heuristics.

5.4 Object Unboxing

Since Julia is dynamic, a variable may hold values of many types. As a consequence, in the general case, values are allocated on the heap with a tag that specifies their type. Unboxing allows to manipulate values directly. This optimization is helped by a combination of design choices. First, since concrete types are final, a concrete type specifies both the size of a value and its layout. This would not be the case in Java or TypeScript due to subtyping. In addition, Julia does not have a null value; if it did, there would be need for an extra tag for primitive values. As a consequence, values such as integers and floats can always be stored unboxed. Repeated boxing and unboxing can be expensive, and unboxing can also be impossible to realize although the type information is present, in particular for recursive data structures. As with inlining, heuristics are thus used to determine when to perform this optimization.

6 JULIA IN PRACTICE

In order to understand how programmers use the language, we analyzed a corpus of 50 packages hosted on GitHub. Choosing packages over programs was a necessity: no central repository exists of Julia programs. Packages were included based on GitHub stars. Selected packages also had to pass their own test suites. Additionally, we analyzed Julia’s standard library.

6.1 Typeful Programming

Julia is a language where types are optional. Yet, knowing them is profitable since it enables major optimizations. Users are thus encouraged to program in a typeful style where code is, as much as possible, type stable. To what extent is this rule followed?
6.1.1 Type Annotations. Fig. 12 gives the number of methods and types defined in each package after it was loaded into Julia, to ensure that generated methods were counted. We performed structural analysis of parsed ASTs, allowing us to measure only methods and types written by human developers. In total, the corpus includes 792 type definitions and 7,018 methods. The median number of types and methods per package is 9 and 104, respectively. Klara, a library for Markov chain Monte Carlo inference, is the largest package by both number of types and methods with 102 and 599, respectively. Three packages, MarketTechnicals, RDatasets, and Yeppp, define zero types; while Cubature defines just 3 methods, the fewest in the corpus. Clearly, Julia users define many types and functions. However, the level of dynamism remains a question. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of type annotations on arguments of method definitions. 0% means all arguments are untyped (Any), while 100% means that all arguments are non-Any. An impressive 4,983 (or 62%) of methods are...
fully type-annotated. Despite having the opportunity to write untyped methods, developers define mostly typed methods.

6.1.2 Type Stability. Type stability is key to devirtualizing and inlining methods. We measure type instability at run-time by dynamic analysis of the test suites of our corpus. Each called method was recorded along with the tuple of types of its arguments and the call site. We filtered calls to anonymous and compiler-generated functions to focus on functions defined by humans. Fig. 14 compares, for each package, the number of call sites where all the calls target only one specialized method to those that call two and more. The y-axis is shown in log scale. On average, 92% of call sites target a single specialized method. Code is thus in general type stable, which agrees with the assumption that programmers attempt to write type stable code.

6.2 Multiple Dispatch

Multiple dispatch is the most prominent features of Julia’s design. Its synergy with specialization is crucial to understand the performance of the language and its ability to devirtualize and inline efficiently. How is multiple dispatch used from a programmer’s perspective? Moreover, a promise of multiple dispatch is that it can be used to extend existing behavior with new implementations. How much do Julia libraries extend existing functionality, and what functionality do they extend?

6.2.1 Dispatch Metrics. The metrics to compare usage of multiple dispatch are due to Muschevici et al. [2008]. We focus on the dispatch ratio (DR), the number of methods defined per function, and the degree of dispatch (DoD), the average number of argument positions needed to select a concrete method. These metrics are computed statically, and have no dynamic component.

Fig. 15 compares Julia to other languages with multiple dispatch, using data from Muschevici et al. [2008]. The data for Julia was collected on all the functions exported by the Base library. Julia shows the highest value of dispatch ratio with an average of almost 5 methods defined per function. This is in part due to the presence of a small number of functions with an extremely high number of overloads: `convert` for instance, which is used to convert a value to a given type, has 699 overloads.

Without those outliers, 73% of the functions have at least two methods, which demonstrates the importance of overloading in the standard library. The degree of dispatch is also the highest, which shows that the full extent of multiple dispatch is used, and not only overloading which is a consequence of it. These metrics assume a single monolithic code base. However, when comparing multiple programs that import shared libraries, the question is: how to avoid double counting libraries? Since methods of the same function can be defined in different packages, which methods should be kept? Two answers are possible. First, every method reachable from an imported module,
and which belongs to a function having at least one method defined in the target package. We call this “soft elimination,” as it precludes definitions unreachable from the package, but includes some imported definitions. Second, we could say that only functions that have all their methods defined within the target package package count. We call this “strict elimination.”

Fig. 16 shows the dispatch ratio across our corpus using soft and strict elimination. Despite being nominally the same metric, the dispatch ratios are not correlated. At issue is the nature of imports. If a package overloads + with a single new method, then strict elimination will not count it. However, soft elimination will count it along with the 180 methods from the standard library. If the package under consideration only has a few functions, its dispatch ratio could be greater than 20—four times higher than the maximum observed with strict elimination—despite its small size.

Figure 17 gives the total number of arguments dispatched on per function. It is the cumulative result of all the package after strict elimination, ensuring that no function has been duplicated. The functions without any argument were filtered out because of their trivial dispatch. 79% of the functions can still be dispatched on 0 argument, which shows that the arity of the function is in most of the cases enough to determine the corresponding method.
6.2.2 Overloading. Fig. 18 examines how multiple dispatch is used to extend existing functionality. We use the term external overloading to mean that a package adds a method to a function defined in a library. Packages are binned based on the percentage of functions that they overload versus define. Packages with only external overloading are at 100%, while packages that do not use external overloading would be in the 0% bin. Many packages are defined without extensive use of external overloading. For 28 out of 50 packages, fewer than 30% of the functions they define are overloads. However, the distribution of overloading has a long tail, with a few libraries relying on overloads heavily. The Measurements package has the highest proportion of overloads, with 147 overloads out of a total of 161 methods (91%). This is justified by the purpose of Measurements: it propagates errors throughout other operations, which is done by extending existing functions.

To address the question of what is overloaded, we manually categorized the top 20th quantile of overloaded functions (128 out of 641) into 9 groups. Fig. 19 depicts how many times functions from each group is overloaded. Multiple dispatch is used heavily to overload mathematical operators, like addition or trigonometric functions. Libraries overload existing operators to work with their own types, providing natural interfaces and interoperability with existing code. Examples include Calculus, which overloads arithmetic to allow symbolic expressions; and ForwardDiff, which can compute numerical derivatives of existing code using dual numbers that act just like normal values. Collection functions also are widely overloaded. Many libraries have collection-like objects, and by overloading these methods they can use their collections where Julia expects any abstract collection. However, Julia’s interfaces are only defined by documentation, as a result of its dynamic design. The AbstractArray interface can be extended by any struct, and it is only suggested in the documentation that implementations should overload the appropriate methods. Use cases for math and collection extension are easy to come by, so their prevalence is expected. However, the lack of overloads in other categories illustrates some surprising points. For example, the large number of IO, math, and collection overloads (which implement variations on tostring) suggest a preponderance of new types. However, few overloads to compare, convert, or copy are provided.

6.3 Specializations

Figure 20 gives the number of specializations per method recorded dynamically on our corpus. The data uses strict eliminations, so that the results from different packages can be summed without duplicate functions. The distribution has a heavy tail, which shows that programmers actually write methods that can be very polymorphic. Note that polymorphism is not in contradiction with type stability, since a method called with different tuples of argument types across different call
sites can be type stable for each of its call sites. Conversely, 46% of the methods have only been specialized once after running the tests. Many methods are thus used monomorphically: this hints that a number of methods may have a type specification that prevent polymorphism, which means that programmers tend to think of the concrete types they want their methods applied to, rather than only an abstract type specification.

Figure 21 corroborates this hypothesis. It represents the number of applicable methods per call signature. A method is applicable if the tuple of types corresponding to the requirements for its arguments is a supertype of that of the actual call. This data is collected on dynamic traces for functions with at least two methods. 93% of the signatures can only dispatch to one method, which strongly suggests that methods tend to be written for disjoint type signatures. As a consequence it shows that the specificity rules, used to determine which method to call, boil down to subtyping in the vast majority of cases.

6.4 Impact on Performance

Fig. 22 illustrates the impact on performance of LLVM optimizations, type inference and devirtualization. By default Julia uses LLVM at optimization level O2. Switching off all LLVM optimizations generates code between 1.1x and 7.1x slower. Turning off type inference means that method are specialized correctly but all internal operations will be performed on values of type Any. Functions that have only a single method may still be devirtualized and dispatched to. The graph is capped at 100x slowdown. The actual slowdowns range between 5.6x and 2151x. Lastly, turning off devirtualization implies that no inlining will be performed and all function calls are dispatched dynamically. The slowdowns range between 5.3x and 1905x.

Obviously, Julia was designed to be optimized with type information. These results suggest that performance of fully dynamic code is rather bad. It is likely that if users were to write more dynamic code, some of the techniques that have proved successful for other dynamic languages could be ported to Julia. But clearly, the current implementation crucially relies on code being type stable and on devirtualization and inlining. The impact of the LLVM optimizations is small in comparison.
7 RELATED WORK

Scientific computing languages. R [R Core Team 2008] and MATLAB [MATLAB 2018] are the two languages superficially closest to Julia. Both languages are dynamically typed, garbage collected, vectorized and offer an integrated development environment focused on a read-eval-print loop. However, the languages’ attitudes towards vectorization differ. In R and MATLAB, vectorized functions are more efficient than iterative code whereas the contrary stands for Julia. In this context we use “vectorization” to refer to code that operates on entire vectors\(^2\), so for instance in R, all operations are implicitly vectorized. The reason vectorized operations are faster in R and MATLAB is that the implicit loop they denote is written in a C library, while source-level loops are interpreted and slow. In comparison, Julia can compile loops very efficiently, as long as type information is present.

While there has been much research in compilation of R [Kalibera et al. 2014; Talbot et al. 2012; Würthinger et al. 2013] and MATLAB [Chevalier-Boisvert et al. 2010; De Rose and Padua 1999], both languages are far from matching the performance of Julia. The main difference, in terms of performance, between MATLAB or R, and Julia comes from language design decisions. MATLAB and R are more dynamic than Julia, allowing, for example, reflective operations to inspect and arbitrary redefinition of functions. Other issues include the lack of type annotations on data declarations, crucial for unboxing in Julia.

Other languages have targeted the scientific computing space, most notably IBM’s X10 [Charles et al. 2005] and Oracle’s Fortress [Steele et al. 2011]. The two languages are both statically typed, but differ in their details. X10 focuses on programming for multicore machines that have partitioned global addressed spaces; its type system is designed to track the locations of values. Fortress, on the other hand, had multiple dispatch like Julia, but never reached a stage where its performance could be evaluated due to the complexity of its type system. In comparison, Julia’s multi-threading is still in its infancy, and it does not have any support for partitioned address spaces.

Multiple dispatch. Multiple dispatch goes back to Bobrow et al. [1986] and is used in languages such as CLOS [DeMichiel and Gabriel 1987], Perl [Randal et al. 2003] and R [Chambers 2014]. Lifting explicit programmatic type tests into dispatch requires an expressive annotation sublanguage to\(^2\)This discussion should not be confused with hardware-level vectorization, e.g. SIMD operations, which are available to Julia at the LLVM level.
capture the same logic; expressiveness that has created substantial research challenges. Researchers have struggled with how to provide expressiveness while ensuring type soundness. Languages such as Cecil [Litvinov 1998] and Fortress [Allen et al. 2011] are notable for their rich type systems; but, as mentioned in Guy Steele’s retrospective talk, finding an efficient, expressive and sound type system remains an open challenge.\footnote{JuliaCon 2016, \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZD3Scuv02g}.} The language design trade-off seems to be that programmers want to express relations between arguments that require complex types, but when types are rich enough, static type checking becomes difficult. The Fortress designers were not able to prove soundness, and the project ended before they could get external validation of their design. Julia side-steps many of the problems encountered in previous work on typed programming languages with multiple dispatch. It makes no attempt to statically ensure invocation soundness or prevent ambiguities, falling back to dynamic errors in these cases.

**Static type inference.** At heart, despite the allure of types and the optimizations they allow, type inference for untyped programs is difficult. Flow typing tries to propagate types through the program at large, but sacrifices soundness in the process. Soft typing [Fagan 1991] applies Hindley-Milner type inference to untyped programs, enabling optimizations. This approach has been applied practically in Chez Scheme [Wright and Cartwright 1994]. However, Hindley-Milner type inference is too slow to use on practically large code bases. Moreover, many language features (such as subtyping) are incompatible with it. Constraint propagation or dataflow type inference systems are a commonly used alternative to Hindley-Milner inference. These systems work by propagating types in a data flow analysis [Aiken and Wimmers 1993]. No unification is needed, and it is therefore much faster and more flexible than soft typing. Several inference systems based on data flow have been proposed for JavaScript [Chaudhuri et al. 2017], Scheme [Shivers 1990], and others.

**Dynamic type inference for JIT optimizations.** Feeding dynamic type information into a type propagation type inference system is not a technique new to Julia. The first system to use dataflow type inference inside a JIT compiler was RATA [Logozzo and Venter 2010]. RATA relies on abstract interpretation of dynamically-discovered intervals, kinds, and variations to infer extremely precise types for JavaScript code; types which enable JIT optimizations. The same approach was then used in 2012 by Hackett and Guo [2012], which used a simplified type propagation system to infer types for more general JavaScript code, providing performance improvements. In comparison to dynamic type inference systems for JavaScript, Julia’s richer type annotations and multiple dispatch allow it to infer more precise types. Another related project is the StaDyn [Garcia et al. 2016] language. StaDyn was designed specifically with hybrid static and dynamic type inference in mind. However, StaDyn does not have many of Julia’s features that enable precise type inference, including typed fields and multiple dispatch.

**Dynamic language implementation.** Modern dynamic language implementation techniques can be traced back to the work of Hölzle and Ungar [1994] on the Self language, who pioneered the ideas of run-time specialization and deoptimization. These ideas were then transferred into the Java HotSpot compiler [Paleczny et al. 2001]; in HotSpot, static type information can be used to determine out object layout, and deoptimization is used when inlining decisions were invalidated by newly loaded code. Implementations of JavaScript have increased the degree of specialization, for instance allowing unboxed primitive arrays at the more complex guards and potentially wide-ranging deoptimization [Würthinger et al. 2013].
8 CONCLUSION

This paper has argued that productivity and performance can be reconciled. Julia is a language for scientific computing that offers many of the features of productivity languages, namely rapid development cycles; exploratory programming without having to worry about types or memory management; reflective and meta-programming; and language extensibility via multiple dispatch. In spite of these features, however, a relatively simple language implementation yields speed competitive with that of performance languages.

The language implementation is a just-in-time compiler which performs three main optimizations: method specialization, method inlining and object unboxing. Code generation is delegated to the LLVM infrastructure. The Julia implementation avoids the complex speculation and deoptimization games played in other dynamic languages by using the concept of world age, a time stamp on compiled code, to trigger recompilation.

The language design is tailored to these optimizations. Multiple dispatch means that any function call, by default, looks up the most applicable method given the type of the arguments; thus any method specialization can be made immediately accessible to the entire program by simply extending the dispatch table for the corresponding function. The ability to annotate data structure declarations with types is helpful to the compiler as the type and the layout of fields can be specified. Combined with the restriction on subtyping concrete types—and the absence of nulls—this facilitates unboxing. The limits on reflection allow type inference to be more precise than in similar dynamic languages, which, in turn, makes inlining and unboxing more successful.

Finally, the programming style adopted by Julia users favors type stable functions. These functions are easier to optimize as they are written so that every variable can be assigned a single concrete type during method specialization. To achieve this, programmers replace branches on types by generic calls and push all of their type testing logic into the multiple dispatch mechanism.

While our observations are encouraging, Julia is still a young language. More experience is needed to draw definitive conclusions as most programs are small and written by domain experts. How the approach we describe here will scale to large (multi-million lines long) programs and to domains outside of scientific computing is a question we hope to answer in future work.
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